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Two Harrisonburg men were arrested 
Saturday for making the small explo-
sive left on railroad tracks last week. 
 e incident led to the evacuation of 
McGraw-Long Hall on  ursday.
Around : a.m.  ursday, police 
and  re o  cials were called to the  
block of Chesapeake Avenue. No one 
was injured during the blast, and the 
damage was minor. 
Andrew J. Lavedan, , was charged 
with three felony counts of manufac-
turing, possessing or using an explosive 
device; a felony for conspiring for the 
explosive; a felony for possession of 
stolen property  and a misdemeanor 
for trespassing, according to the Har-
risonburg Fire Department.
Joshua A. Tripp, , was charged with 
one felony count of possessing, manu-
facturing or using an explosive device, 
and a misdemeanor for trespassing. 
see ARREST, page 4
Two Arrests Made After 
Explosives Found on Tracks
By JOHN SUTTER
The Breeze
Drug distribution seizures increased among college students 
in the Shenandoah Valley in . 
Marijuana, cocaine and ecstasy busts have increased since 
 according to RUSH: the Rockingham County, Virginia State 
Police and Harrisonburg Police Drug Task Force. 
“In almost  years of narcotic investigations, this is the most 
college-age student arrests we’ve seen in 
this area,” said Tom Murphy, VSP supervi-
sory special agent.
According to the task force, the agency 
seized . pounds of marijuana in , 
valued at more than $,, compared 
to  pounds in . 
 e task force also seized  grams of 
heroin in  as compared to  grams in 
. Prior to , the task force did not 
initiate any heroin investigations.  
RUSH is a special task force targeting 
mid- to upper-level drug dealers rather than 
people in possession of smaller amounts. 
Seizures are typically the result of undercov-
er operations, search warrants and arrests.  
Typically, RUSH does not target mar-
ijuana distribution, but according to 
Murphy, when the task force targets harder
see DRUGS, page 4
Police Suspect Blast Linked to McGraw-Long Hall 
By MICHAEL DEMSKY
The Breeze
Not since running back Curtis Keaton 
in  has the JMU football team been 
represented at the National Football 
League Scouting Combine. But after 
proving to be a dominating force in the 
Football Championship Subdivision for 
the past decade, the Dukes will send 
two of their best later this month. 
Defensive end Arthur Moats and 
offensive guard Dorian Brooks, both 
seniors, have been invited to take part 
in the Indianapolis-based showcase 
Feb.  through March . If drafted, 
the two will add to the list of  total 
that have been drafted from JMU since 
Charles Haley in . 
A selection committee, headed by 
National and BLESTO scouting ser-
vices, choose players for the combine. 
 e committee votes on players eligible 
for the upcoming NFL draft, and only 
those deemed possible draft choices 
are invited.  e combine, which invites 
around  players from around the 
country, provides a stage for players 
to prove to NFL teams that they are 
worthy of a draft pick. Some of the tests 
they will participate in are the -yard-
dash, bench press, vertical jump and 
position-speci c drills. 
“ e combine really enhances their 
chances of getting drafted because it 
puts them up against the best,” JMU 
football coach Mickey Matthews said. 
“It gives them a unique opportunity to 
impress the NFL brass.”
Brooks — listed at  feet  inches, 
 pounds — was considered a bor-
derline invite at the conclusion of the 
season. But after a campaign in which 
he received third-team Sports Network 
FCS All-America Honors, the commit-
tee could not ignore him.
Generally regarded as undersized by 
the professional ranks, Brooks has to 
deal with the possible move to the cen-
ter position. However, a solid showing 
at the combine could make such a move 
unnecessary. Regardless, the Richmond
see NFL, page 8
NEWS 3  Who wants a spot?
Colleges have seen 
an increase in the 
number of freshman 
applications.
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First Dukes to Combine Since ’
NFL COMBINE
OPINION 5  “Don’t Be Evil” 
Google says no 
more to aiding 
China in censorship 
on the Web.
SPORTS 7  Women’s 
Basketball
Dukes break home 
losing streak 
with - win 
over Towson.








“It had just rained for the entire morning 
and so fallen petals, clay pots and 
a white table/chair set were able to 
be seen just by looking as well as 
creatively through refl ection.”
A judge’s take
“The photo is well composed and 
makes me want to know more about 
the moment and the people who use 
this space. Was it after a wedding, a 
quinceañera or a casual day? I can’t 
tell, and it really doesn’t matter. It 
is always a good thing when a photo 
makes you think, and that’s the reaction 
I get when I look at this frame.”
– Evan Dyson
former Breeze Photo Editor
PHOTO CONTEST WINNER: Nicole Santarsiero, senior nursing major
easy money,
EASY TROUBLE
More Than Ever, Drug-Dealing Students 
Face Serious Consequences from RUSH,
The Valley’s Anti-Drug Task Force
THURSDAY
6:30 a.m.
Police receive a 
call about a small 




Police begin to evacuate 
McGraw-Long Hall.
12:09 p.m.
JMU sends the fi rst text 
through its emergency 
communications system 
saying the dorm was 
being evacuated for 
a safety search.
1:30 p.m.
JMU sends a second 




Marshals arrest two non-




A er I- 
Wreck
SCOM Prof Allegedly 
Intoxicated, Le  Scene
POLICE BEAT
By MEGAN REICHART 
contributing writer 
Police arrested a JMU communi-
cations professor Jan.  for allegedly 
driving while intoxicated and leaving 
the scene of an accident. 
Kreg Richard Owens, , of Harri-
sonburg, was traveling southbound on 
Interstate  early that morning when 
he struck a guardrail about . miles 
north of Port Republic Road, according 




who was driving 
a  Hyundai 
E lantra,  f le d 
the scene of the 
accident and 
was later arrest-
ed by Virginia 
State Police. 
It is Owens’ 
o n l y  D W I 
charge. 
According 
to the Office of 
the Registrar, 
Owens had not been teaching at JMU 
this semester. He has taught at JMU 
since  and has also taught part-
time at Eastern Mennonite University. 
see DWI, page 4
Seniors Arthur Moats and Dorian Brooks Headed to Indianapolis 
HOLLY FOURNIER / THE BREEZE
“We had actionable 
intelligence that the 
incident scene was 
linked to the dorm.”
Arthur Miller
Harrisonburg Fire Dept. Captain
Kreg Owens has 
taught at the 
university since 
2003.
Guard Dorian Brooks was selected fi rst 
team All-CAA for the 2009 season, as 
voted on by the CAA head coaches.




































ne A small explosive 
was left on the 
Norfolk Southern 
railroad line in the 




14 years of 
narcotics 
investigations, 
this is the most 
college-age 
student arrests 







UNRAVEL THE ISLAND’S 
MYSTERIES IN TIME FOR 
TOMORROW’S PREMIERE
PAGE 9
GRAPHIC BY ANNA YOUNG / THE BREEZE
Students wait outside McGraw-Long Hall on Thursday as police and ATF agents search the premises.
GRAPHIC BY ANNA YOUNG / THE BREEZE
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FROM BLOOMBERG NEWS AND THE WASHINGTON POST
Medical Flights from 
Haiti to U.S. Halted
WASHINGTON — The U.S. military 
has temporarily halted medical evacua-
tion  ights for Haitians critically injured 
in this month’s earthquake, after Florida 
o  cials told the Obama administration 
that the state’s hospitals are becoming too 
crowded, o  cials said this weekend.
 e decision has alarmed doctors try-
ing to treat the crush of wounded in the 
devastated country. Barth Green, who 
oversees a  eld hospital in the Haitian 
capital run by the charity Project Medis-
hare, said some patients could perish if 
they did not reach foreign medical facili-
ties soon.
“We have to resume these  ights. Let-
ting them die, that’s not America,” said 
Green, who labored Saturday to find 
private donors to underwrite the cost of 
alternative  ights.
A White House spokesman, Tommy 
Vietor, said o  cials are scrambling to  nd 
available medical facilities in other states 
so the military  ights can resume.
 e military suspended the evacua-
tion  ights after Gov. Charlie Crist told the 
federal government in a letter Wednes-
day that Florida’s medical facilities were 
“quickly reaching saturation, especially in 
the area of high-level trauma care.” Flor-
ida hospitals had treated  earthquake 
victims as of Saturday, with  inpatients 
still in the facilities, state o  cials said.
Crist’s letter, addressed to Health and 
Human Services Secretary Kathleen 
Sebelius, did not rule out receiving addi-
tional patients. But it was cited by Navy 
Capt. Kevin Aandahl, a spokesman for the 
U.S. Transportation Command, as a rea-
son for the suspension of  ights.
“We do medical evacuation, and we do 
it well, but we can’t  y anyone without 
an accepting hospital on the other end,” 
Aandahl said. 
In his letter, Crist complained of a 
“lack of coordination by federal authori-
ties” as Florida grappled with receiving 
hundreds of injured Haitians and more 
than , U.S. and other citizens
U.S. Government 
Ups Arms Sales
DUBAI, United Arab Emirates —  e 
Obama administration is quietly working 
with Saudi Arabia and other Persian Gulf 
allies to speed up arms sales and rapidly 
upgrade defenses for oil terminals and 
other key infrastructure in a bid to thwart 
future military attacks by Iran, according 
to former and current U.S. and Middle 
Eastern government o  cials.
 e initiatives, including a U.S.-backed 
plan to triple the size of a ,-man 
protection force in Saudi Arabia, are part 
of a broader push that includes unprec-
edented coordination of air defenses and 
expanded joint exercises between the U.S. 
and Arab militaries, the o  cials said. All 
appear to be aimed at increasing pressure 
on Tehran.
 e e orts build on commitments by 
the George W. Bush administration to 
sell warplanes and anti-missile systems 
to friendly Arab states to counter Iran’s 
growing conventional arsenal.  e Unit-
ed Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia are 
leading a region-wide military buildup 
that has resulted in more than $ billion 
in U.S. arms purchases in the past two 
years alone.
Middle Eastern military and intel-
ligence officials said Gulf states are 
embracing the expansion as Iran reacts 
increasingly defiantly to international 
censure over its nuclear program. Gulf 
states fear retaliatory strikes by Iran or 
allied groups such as Hezbollah in the 
event of a preemptive strike against Ira-
nian nuclear facilities by the United States 
or Israel.
For the Obama administration, the 
cooperation represents tangible progress 
against Iran at a time when the White 
House is struggling to build international 
support for stronger diplomatic measures, 
including tough new economic sanctions, 
a senior o  cial said in an interview.
Mission
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James Madison University, serves 
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Westport Village – Just steps from 
Devon Lane, these 4 bedroom, 3 full 
bathroom apartments boast 2 levels, 
all appliances, 2 living rooms, 
washer/dryer, and central Heat/AC.  
Water included in rent!  Only 
$375/person!  Available August 2010!
501 South High Street – Walk to 
Memorial Hall!  This 14 bedroom, 4 
bathroom house can be rented as a 
whole, or divided into three 
completely separate apartments 
with separate kitchens and 
bathrooms!  Large rooms, hardwood 
oors, and Internet INCLUDED!  
Across street from Greenberry’s!  
MUST SEE!
Hillmont Apartments – 1 and 2 bedroom 
apartments built within the last 2 years 
that include all appliances, including 
dishwasher, stove, fridge, microwave, 
disposal and FULL SIZE washer/dryer in 
EVERY UNIT!  Lots of storage space, great 
location near shopping and dining!  1 
bedroom only $525/month and 2 
bedrooms only $700/month! MUST SEE!
250 West Water Street – Located down the street from 
Memorial Hall, this 5 bedroom, 2 bathroom house has 2 
kitchens, large bedrooms, and a large backyard area.  
O-street parking is also available!  Only $300/person!  
Available July 5, 2010!
116 North High Street – Walk to 
downtown!  This 4 bedroom, 2 
bathroom house has hardwood 
oors throughout, large bedrooms, 
extra living space, and storage 
areas.  O-street parking behind 
the house!  Only $350/person!  
Available August 5, 2010!
1554 Devon Lane (Foxhills) – LAST 
ONE LEFT!  4 bedroom, 2 bathroom 
townhouse located at the center of the 
Foxhills community.  Large open 
kitchen, 2 living rooms, central 
heat/AC, and washer/dryer.  GREAT 
VALUE at $375/person!  Available 
August 10, 2010! 
Hunters Ridge Townhouses  
4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms 
with central Heat/AC, all 
appliances, and washer/dryer!  
Furnished!  Only $200/person!  
Flexible Availability!
College Station – 4 
bedroom, 2 bathroom 
townhouses on three levels!  
Central Heat/AC, all 
appliances, washer/dryer.  
Fully OR partially furnished!  
Only $225/person!
APPLY NOW TO BECOME 
A SECTION EDITOR!
News | Life | Sports | Opinion
go to joblink.jmu.edu to apply
By AmAndA CAskey
The Breeze
A national survey says the percent-
age of incoming college freshmen 
wanting to major in business is at an 
all-time low since the 1970s.
JMU’s College of Business, one of 
the university’s premier and com-
petitive colleges, has also seen a 
decrease in enrollment with about 
3,300 students in 2009 compared to 
about 3,900 students in 2008, accord-
ing to data from JMU’s Institutional 
Research.
According to InsideHigherEd.com, 
the average percentage of freshmen 
planning on majoring in a busi-
ness-related field dropped from 16.8 
percent to 14.4 percent from 2008 to 
2009. Also, the percentage of students 
who said they would have a “probable 
career” in business dropped about 2 
percent.
“With the state of the economy right 
now and the struggles of many busi-
nesses, I think it is very understanding 
that incoming freshmen may not be 
turning to business as their major,” 
senior Kristen Lenihan said. 
However, she still thinks a business 
degree is “economy proof” and has 
prepared her to work in any industry. 
 The Higher Education Research 
Institute (HERI) of the University of 
California at Los Angeles released 
its annual “Freshman Survey” for 
2009 last week. The survey is based 
on the responses from approximately 
220,000 full-time college freshmen at 
297 four-year institutions. 
Linda DeAngelo, co-author of the 
report, cites these findings to students 
who feel they will not be able to find a 
good job with a business degree. She 
said that students do not see a career 
in business as “appealing” anymore, 
and there is not a guarantee of being 
financially “well-off.”
She noted that within the field of 
business, interests in finance and 
marketing careers has not changed, 
but interests in accounting, business 
administration and management all 
fell from 2008.
JMU saw a particular decrease in
see Business, page 4
A snowy slip ‘n’ slide
More than six inches of snow fell in an 11-hour period in Harrisonburg on Saturday, according to the National Weather Service, leaving students with plenty to 
do outside. Elsewhere, parts of north- and southbound lanes of Interstate 81 were closed in Shenandoah County at miles 275 and 281 for much of the day after 
accidents involving nearly 40 cars and 11 tractor-trailers.
News
















Professors Lennis G. Echterling, of 
psychology, and J. Peter Pham, of justice 
studies and political science,  received 
the 2010 Outstanding Faculty Award from 
the State Council of Higher Education 
for Virginia. The two will join eight other 




The court case has been continued 
for the 19-year-old man arrested in a 
residence hall Oct. 30 on five charges, 
including rape and resisting arrest. 
Travis James Mick, of Harrisonburg, 
appeared in Rockingham County General 
District Court on Thursday. Attorneys 
for both sides are open to the idea of an 
agreement. 
Prison Time for Brawler
A fourth man involved in the November 
2008 death of 19-year-old Reginald “Shay” 
Nicholson was sentenced Thursday 
to 11 years in prison, with 7 and a half 
years suspended. Gregory Baker, 21, of 
Ruckersville, had entered Alford pleas 
Nov. 19 to felony gang participation and 
misdemeanor assault and battery by mob. 
Zackery Turner, 19, of Charlottesville, 
had been sentenced to 30 years in prison 
after pleading guilty in May to first-degree 
murder. Prosecutors said Turner fatally 
shot Nicholson at a party in the Hunters 
Ridge housing complex on Port Republic 
Road. 
Royal Cab Owner Arrested
The man arrested Wednesday is the 
co-owner of Royal Cab & Limousine 
and the Food Mart convenience store 
on South High Street. Waseem Afridi, 37, 
of Harrisonburg, was charged with two 
counts of receiving stolen goods, larceny 
with the intent to sell or distribute, the 
purchase of alcohol for an unauthorized 
person and money laundering. JMU 
Police said this was part of an ongoing 
investigation of break-ins on campus. 
roAnoke, CHArlottesville
Vigils Held for Harrington
As police follow up on a surge of tips, 
friends and family members mourned the 
death of missing Virginia Tech student 
Morgan Harrington during vigils held 
Friday evening. Harrington’s remains 
were found Tuesday morning, 101 days 
after she went missing during a Metallica 
concert. Harrington’s parents, Dan and 
Gil, appeared on “Today” on Thursday 
morning and have advocated for federal 
funding for families in similar situations. 
Colleges Receiving More Applications 
By AAron koepper
The Breeze
With the economy in a poor state, 
the number of college applications is 
higher than ever nationwide.  
More than 21,000 high school 
seniors applied for JMU’s class of 2014. 
The Office of Admissions is not done 
with all the applications yet, but it 
has accepted approximately 12,000 
students. 
Not all of these students will actually 
enroll; JMU has a cap on enrollment at 
3,960 for the year. 
“I don’t think the increase in applica-
tions this year is necessarily amazing,” 
said Michael Walsh, director of Admis-
sions. “I think it’s more reflective of the 
times — the culture we live in.”
Admissions offices across the 
country have seen more and more 
applications, but some say high school 
students are just applying to more col-
leges in general, because it is not too 
much more expensive to submit mul-
tiple applications (especially with the 
Common Application), and students 
may receive more financial aid options 
to choose from. 
At JMU, about 28 percent more 
potential incoming students applied 
in 2009 than in 2005. However, the 
number of students that were accepted 
increased 16 percent and the number 
that enrolled between those four years 
increased just 4 percent.
Walsh thinks the explanation for 
the rise is a changed mindset in pro-
spective students and parents because 
they want to keep their options open 
in terms of the cost of education and 
quality of the university. 
“This recession has affected the 
middle-upper-class and upper-class 
demographics in a way we haven’t 
seen in previous recessions,” Walsh 
said. “They’re changing their [spend-
ing] habits; freshmen are concerned 
about how they’ll pay for college.”
A student wanting to go to an out-of-
state school might apply to an in-state 
one for the cheaper tuition. Some 
students are more likely to attend a 
community college or commute to a 
nearby public institution until they can 
save enough money to go to the college 
of their choice. 
This means JMU is less capable of 
predicting how many of those accept-
ed will actually be attending next fall. 
JMU dealt with these uncertain-
ties last year by ignoring the increase 
in applications and accepting enough 
students to come up with a freshman 
class of about 3,900. When that num-
ber came up short, Admissions pulled 
more students than normal off the 
waiting list to fill the gap. 
“It’s unsettling,” Walsh said. “Most 
universities probably won’t fill 
their classrooms for next year until 
summer.”  
Not all of the 12,000-some students 
will actually enroll at JMU. For exam-
ple, in 2008, about 12,500 students 
were accepted, but 3,957 enrolled. 
Some of those who received accep-
tance letters still expressed excitement 
by posting the news on the university’s 
Facebook fanpage wall. 
“I applied to JMU because I loved 
the campus, the location is perfect 
and I’ve heard great things about the 
school,” Eric Quiroga, a senior in Vien-
na, posted on Facebook. “I came back 
a second time with my mom in August, 
and that’s when I knew I wanted to go 
to JMU. Everything about it seemed to 
fit me.” 
Students Veer From Business Degrees Center Assists Campus 
Suicide Prevention in Va. Yet Some Say It Offers 
‘Economy Proof ’ Skills 
and Career Options By Allie Conroy
contributing writer
About 1,000 college students commit 
suicide every year across the country. 
In the last year and a half, three stu-
dents have reportedly committed suicide 
at JMU.
But to prevent such events, the Cam-
pus Suicide Prevention Center of Virginia 
(CSPC) was launched in fall 2009. 
Housed in Blue Ridge Hall, the center 
provides resources, advice and training 
to faculty, staff and students at colleges 
across the state in suicide prevention. 
“Suicide prevention is a complex proj-
ect,” Director Jane Wiggins said. “There 
is no one single strategy that by itself is 
going to make a dent.”
She said it is important for colleges to 
involve all members in suicide preven-
tion rather than only counseling center 
staff.  
Wiggins, who has worked with suicide 
prevention education in Rockingham 
County Schools since 1996, said CSPC 
helps members in college communi-
ties organize their efforts for suicide 
prevention. 
“Reducing risk factors and promot-
ing protective factors is a key part of the 
work,” Wiggins said.
The overall goal of CSPC is to assist 
colleges in developing healthy environ-
ments that will improve mental health in 
the long run — where staff, students and 
faculty are able to support one another, 
Wiggins said.
The Center formed in October, based 
on interest from the Virginia Depart-
ment of Health on developing suicide 
prevention programs at colleges. JMU’s 
Institute for Innovation in Health and 
Human Services will receive $108,000 
per year for three years from VDH to 
fund CSPC, according to Jane Hubbell, 
assistant director of IIHHS.
Wiggins conducts different levels of 
suicide prevention trainings, includ-
ing for campus mental health clinicians 
and the “Gatekeepers” — the rest of the 
members of the college community. The 
number of participants at each training 
ranges from 30 to 90. Resident advis-
ers also receive training before students 
move in to the dorms.  
Wiggins emphasized that it is impos-
sible to know how many lives suicide 
prevention education has saved in 
Virginia.
However, the Center will measure its 
success based on the willingness of stu-
dents to seek help for themselves or for
see suiCide, page 4
Nate cardeN / the breeze
The job placement rate from the College of Business has been about 90 percent 
during the past decade. One of the program’s required courses is the 12-credit COB 
300 that teaches juniors how business systems are connected. 
“I think people would be 
surprised how effective it is 
just to hear someone say ‘I 
understand, I’ve been there, 
and it’s going to get better.’ ”   
elizabeth loveless
president of JMU’s Active Minds
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 (projected)
Applied 16,388 17,765 18,352 19,245 20,963 21,000
Accepted 11,094 11,137 11,660 12,522 12,872 12,000
enrolled 3,798 3,748 3,867 3,957 3,952 3,960
source: JMu INstItutIoNal research
fAll undergrAduAte Admissions AppliCAtions
nAtionAl trend student HeAltH
resources to Call
n Campus Suicide Prevention 
Center of Virginia: 
540-568-6552
n National Suicide 
Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-
273-TALK (8255) 
n Rockingham Memorial 
Hospital’s Emergency 
Room: 540-433-4393
n Public Safety: 540-568-6912
Admissions
evaN Mcgrew / the breeze
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from page 3 
enrollment within marketing, manage-
ment and finance. However declared 
accounting majors increased from 528 
to 545, according to the data on Insti-
tutional Research.
Freshman Hayley Matusow dis-
agrees with the findings in the survey.
“I went into college knowing I 
was going to be attending a business 
school that was ranked in the top 50 in 
the nation,” Matusow said. “I have no 
doubt I will be able to find a job after 
college.”
Bud Clarke, a JMU marketing pro-
fessor, said his students have not 
recently had trouble finding jobs in 
marketing. According to the National 
Association of Colleges and Employ-
ers Job Outlook, marketing degrees are 
among the top 10 degrees in demand 
by employers. 
“The opportunities are still there 
in the job market for JMU market-
ing graduates,” Clarke said. “The U.S. 
Department of Labor comes back with 
a 12 percent annual growth prediction 
— that’s pretty significant.”
The economic recession also has 
students nationwide worried they will 
not be able to find a job in their cho-
sen fields. InsideHigherEd.com states 
“student anxiety about paying for col-
lege” as one of the top reasons for the 
choices of major.
Some seniors in COB are feeling the 
pressure to find a job.
“I know people who are still look-
ing for jobs who graduated last year,” 
senior business major Joe Rishell said. 
“If you have just a generic business 
degree, there are like, literally, no jobs 
out there.”
But professors and professionals 
alike say a business degree will not hurt 
the chances of finding a solid career 
after college.
“If there is a downturn in the econo-
my, you want to be very well-positioned 
for what employers are looking for, and 
they’re looking for a lot of the skills 
that we work hard on here in the COB,” 
Clarke said.
Some business students at JMU still 
believe that a business degree is the right 
way to go, despite the national average.
“My theory is regardless of when you 
graduate, obviously these days you need 
a degree,” senior Allison Morton said. “I 
think with a business degree, you can go 
anywhere.”
business | Students Still Feel Pressure
from front
In Virginia, a first offense DWI is a 
class 1 misdemeanor, punishable by a 
minimum $250 fine, along with a pos-
sible loss of license for one year and 
possible jail time. There is no distinc-
tion between charges for DUI and DWI 
in Virginia. 
Leaving the scene of an accident 
without reporting it to authorities is also 
a class 1 misdemeanor. 
Douglas Brown, the senior vice 
president of Academic Affairs at JMU, 
declined to comment on Owens’ arrest.  
Owens has a Master of Fine Arts in 
ceramics from JMU and a Master of Arts 
in speech communication from Eastern 
New Mexico University. Besides teach-
ing, Owens works on his own ceramics 
projects that have been featured in col-
lections across the country and in local 
galleries. 
He is scheduled to appear in Rock-
ingham County General District Court 
on Feb. 22.
dwi | Former Professor to 
Appear in Court Feb. 22 from front
This was an isolated incident with a 
homemade explosive device, according 
to Capt. Arthur Miller of the Harrison-
burg Fire Department.
The investigation led officers to 
thoroughly search McGraw-Long, but 
officers will not say how the two scenes 
are connected. 
“We had actionable intelligence that 
the incident scene was linked to the 
dorm,” Miller said. “That is the state-
ment as the investigation sits at the 
present. As I mentioned, the investiga-
tion is ongoing.”
At about 12:10 p.m., JMU sent a text 
through its emergency communications 
system saying the building was being 
evacuated for a safety search. 
Freshman Ryan Whittaker said 
police at his door woke him up at about 
11:30 a.m.
“They knocked and opened at the 
same time,” Whittaker said. He said 
police gave him five minutes to get out 
of the building. 
Freshman Matt Campo, one of the 
dorm’s 210 residents, was also still 
inside the dorm when police began the 
investigation. 
“I came out of the shower, and I 
saw four cops and a dog,” Campo said. 
“They stopped me and told me to go to 
my room and then leave.”
Police brought bomb-sniffing K-9s 
to the residence hall to search. Agents 
from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, 
Firearms and Explosives assisted city 
and JMU police with the investigation. 
“The dorm was evacuated as a pre-
cautionary measure for the safety of the 
students and to allow the K-9s to work 
without interaction with the student 
population,” Miller said in an e-mail. “In 
some cases, these K-9s are aggressive 
searchers, meaning that they also assist 
officers in altercations with subjects.”
Residents were allowed to re-enter 
the dorm as JMU sent another text at 
1:34 p.m. 
Anyone with information is asked 
to call Crime Solvers, an anonymous 
tipline, at 540-574-5050. 
arrest |  Dorm Evacuated Quickly
from page 3
a friend when needed, the preparedness 
of counselors and psychologists work-
ing with someone at risk for suicide, the 
average person’s skill to recognize risk for 
suicide and the campus’ ability to create 
a prevention plan.   
Katie Baird, a graduate assistant for the 
CSDC, noted that thoughts of suicide in 
college students are not uncommon: 9.5 
percent of college students seriously con-
template suicide and 1.5 percent attempt 
suicide.
If you recognize these signs in someone, 
you should take it seriously, because 50 
percent to 75 percent of people attempt-
ing suicide give some type of warning to 
a friend or family member, according to 
the American Foundation for Suicide Pre-
vention’s Web site.
“Asking about suicide does not put the 
idea in their mind, it gives that person the 
opportunity to have an open discussion,” 
said senior Elizabeth Loveless in an e-mail. 
“If you ask directly and in a calm way, then 
they know that you really care enough to 
ask and are taking them seriously.”
The Foundation recommends telling 
the person you are concerned and give 
examples of why, asking if they are con-
sidering suicide and encouraging them 
to seek help from a mental health profes-
sional and offer to take them. 
Loveless, president of JMU’s Active 
Minds, a national organization that pro-
motes mental health awareness, said 
trainings helped the 20 active members. 
“We need to utilize students in the fight 
against suicide,” Loveless said. “I’ve been 
through counseling [at the CSDC,] and it 
was a great experience for me. I think peo-
ple would be surprised how effective it is 
just to hear someone say ‘I understand, 
I’ve been there, and it’s going to get bet-
ter.’ ”   
suicide | Dialogue is Key
from front
drugs, they are consistently find-
ing large amounts of marijuana in 
addition to the harder drugs.   
On-campus narcotics arrests 
have decreased since 2007, 
according to JMU Police Chief Lee 
Shifflett. There were 54 narcotics 
arrests in 2007 compared to 46 in 
2008 and 41 in 2009.  
“You have to consider we 
have not only police presence 
on campus but hall directors, 
resident advisors and very close 
living quarters,” Shifflett said in 
an e-mail about how people are 
caught on campus.
According to Josh Bacon, 
director of JMU Judicial Affairs, 
anyone who is caught drug deal-
ing faces immediate suspension 
or expulsion. 
Marijuana possession, with 
no intent to distribute, generally 
will receive a strike with manda-
tory education classes. Any drug 
possesion other than marijuana 
possession will lead to a suspen-
sion or expulsion.  
As for Rockingham County 
Courts and Virginia State Law, 
the punishment for drug distri-
bution varies on the quantity, 
the intent and criminal records. 
Murphy said cooperation with 
police generally carries weight 
for defendants.
This increase could be related 
to the recent economic down-
turn and the potential to make 
quick money, Murphy said. Stu-
dents may not have the amount of 
spending money they are used to, 
so they seek other means to gen-
erate income. 
“Unfortunately, like any other 
person who distributes illegal 
narcotics, they are looking to sup-
plement their income,” Murphy 
said. “It’s easy and tax free.” 
Murphy also said generational 
differences could be at work. He 
speculates the college-aged gen-
eration lives more in the moment 
and does not always consider 
the future consequences of its 
actions.
According to Murphy, college 
students arrested for distribution 
obtain the drugs while at home on 
breaks or vacation. Police know 
the drugs are from students’ 
homes, because arrested dealers 
often reveal the sources to receive 
a lighter sentence. Murphy said it 
is not typical for students to have 
sources in Rockingham County.  
“The majority [of drugs] tend to 
be from Northern Virginia and the 
Chesapeake area,” Murphy said. 
“It’s very unusual for a student to 
be hooked into a source here.” 
Some students seem more 
interested in staying in school 
and not having their parents find 
out than protecting their clients, 
Murphy explained. 
“When you’re dealing drugs 
and breaking the law, it’s amazing 
how many people will cooperate 
to save themselves,” Murphy 
said. “Generally students will 
cooperate.”
Murphy said they have seen 
cases of students going out of 
the country on Spring Break and 
shipping marijuana and psyche-
delic mushrooms back to their 
JMU P.O. Boxes.    
Murphy said most of the RUSH 
cases dealing with JMU students 
occur in off-campus housing.  
drugs |  Judicial Affairs: Suspension or Expulsion for Drug Dealing
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over error and oppression.” — james madison, Serving James Madison University Since 1922
EDITORIAL BOARD
TIM CHAPMAN, ADRIENNE GOLDBERG,
 ELIZABETH BAUGH & DREW BEGGS
 ere was a time, even as recently 
as a few months ago, when I could 
debate with the best of them. I would 
 ght for my political viewpoints until 
my head hurt. That time is gone. It 
isn’t because I don’t know what I 
believe; I do. I know what candidates 
I want to vote for.  e problem is the 
candidates I want to vote for simply 
don’t exist.
In early November , I was one 
of few members of my community 
campaigning for Barack Obama. I 
did almost everything I could to help 
with the campaign. I loved the prom-
ises Obama was making, and I loved 
his charisma. But most of all, I loved 
that I could actually believe he was 
a decent human being.  at’s rare in 
politicians.
It has been more than a year since 
Obama took o  ce, and so far the only 
changes I’ve seen have been random, 
whimsical ones that Obama seemed 
to contemplate for a matter of minutes 
before signing an order or demanding 
congressional action. In the  rst week 
of his tenure, President Obama signed 
an executive order closing Guantan-
amo Bay and relocating its prisoners. 
I praised this decision, with my only 
concern being what the people of a 
particular state would think if Gitmo 
prisoners were moved to a prison 
near them. While this order was a 
success at its most basic level, I now 
 nd myself thinking back and won-
dering, “Why did the President do 
that but not issue an executive order 
demanding that banks pay back the 
money the taxpayers loaned them? 
Why did the President do that but 
not issue an executive order fulfill-
ing his campaign promise of ending 
the “Stop-Loss” program of forcing 
troops to stay in service longer than 
their commitment?”
Obviously, if this were my only beef 
with Obama, I wouldn’t even be writ-
ing this.  e fact is, so many decisions 
as of late have simply made me stop 
and go, “Huh? Come again, Barry?” 
And as for his promise of  ghting for 
bipartisanship… Well, I don’t think I 
even want to go there.
But the President isn’t my only con-
cern either. I find myself dismayed 
by Congress even more. And I’m not 
going to point  ngers at the right or 
the left. I’m going to point at both of 
them, simultaneously, with all of my 
 ngers. With the exception of the more 
moderate Congress members, the 
majority of our legislators vote along 
party lines. This is very frustrating, 
especially at a time when Americans 
need help the most. If the incident in 
Massachusetts should tell our sena-
tors and representatives anything, it 
should be that we aren’t going to put 
up with a candidate who doesn’t  ght 
for the people, no matter what side we 
normally vote for.
 e high court has become a breed-
ing ground for partisanship. Our 
nation’s judges, at every level, are sup-
posed to be among the most unbiased 
and centered people in the country. 
Shouldn’t the Supreme Court lead by 
example then? The Supreme Court 
should not be a right versus left polit-
ical battlefield. It should be a place 
of fair and balanced analysis, where 
calling something unconstitutional 
is derived from the Constitution, not 
from conservative or liberal ideology. 
A prime example is the recent vote on 
corporate donations to political cam-
paigns. Linking corporate money to 
free speech is kind of a stretch. We’re 
inviting corruption.
I mentioned that I know what can-
didate I want to vote for. My idea of a 
proper candidate is one who is hon-
est, good-natured, moderate, kind, 
noncorrupt and fair. Oh, and a decent 
human being. And someone who 
 ghts for the people’s rights, not for 
personal or political ideology. Unfor-
tunately, the person I just described 
isn’t a politician.
Cameron Clarke is a freshman 
theatre and SMAD major.
National Basketball Association 
Commissioner David Stern came down 
hard on Washington Wizards players 
Gilbert Arenas and Javaris Crittenton. 
Stern suspended both without pay for 
the rest of the season. No one was shot 
when the players  aunted guns in the 
team’s locker room at Verizon Center, 
but Stern’s wise decision makes the 
point that guns are never to be treated 
cavalierly. Not only did the two break 
the league’s rules governing  rearms, 
they broke the law.
Stern announced his decision 
Wednesday, saying that guns in the 
NBA workplace “would not be toler-
ated.”  e longest previous suspension 
for a gun-related offense was seven 
games. It’s a costly punishment for the 
two NBA guards. As  e Post’s Michael 
Lee reported, Arenas, who is opting 
not to challenge the suspension, will 
lose close to $. million, while Crit-
tenton, mulling a possible appeal, 
could lose about $,. Both men 
also pleaded guilty to criminal charges 
stemming from the December inci-
dent; Crittenton was  ned and placed 
on unsupervised probation and Arenas 
is awaiting sentencing.
Both men are said to be remorse-
ful; probably they are ruing how a 
silly argument over — of all things — 
a card game ended up hurting their 
livelihoods, tarnishing their reputa-
tions and, in Arenas’ case, exposing 
him to the threat of imprisonment. 
 erein lies a powerful lesson for a city 
that has seen too many young lives end 
when a petty argument spiraled out of 
control.
Ron Moten, co-founder of Peaceo-
holics, says that he is all too familiar 
with the tragedies that occur because 
of beefs over, say, a girl or a perceived 
slight. “You have a something small, 
but then you add a gun and it becomes 
something else,” he told us. Moten is 
among those who have written to Are-
nas’s sentencing judge arguing that a 
mandate that Arenas educate young 
people about his poor decision-making 
would be of more value than a prison 
sentence.
Abe Pollin, the late owner of the Wiz-
ards, understood the carnage caused by 
guns. He knew the pain  rsthand when 
an assassin fatally shot his good friend, 
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin. 
Shortly after that, he changed the name 
of his team, saying he couldn’t counte-
nance a team called the Bullets when 
the city was in the grip of gun violence. 
Stern is right to teach Arenas and Crit-
tenton a lesson; we just hope others 
learn from it as well.
The Washington Post Editorial Board
I’m not going to point 
fi ngers at the right or 
the left. I’m going to 
point at both of them, 
simultaneously, with 
all of my fi ngers.
A “haha,-you-missed-me!”
dart to redneck bombmakers.
From the Train.
A “you’re-really-an-adult-in-
college?” dart to my suitemates 
who cannot seem to grasp the 
concept that we have to clean our 
own bathroom. 
From a person who thinks you 
deserve nothing more than what 
you leave in the toilet.
A “where-have-you-been-
all-my-life?” pat to the two 
Prince Charmings that pulled our 
stranded car up a snowy hill, so we 
could live happily ever after. 
From three damsels in distress.
A “two-wrongs-don’t-make-
a-right” dart to a SMAD faculty 
member who threw away my self-
decorated travel mug.  
From a SMAD major who 
knows it was wrong to have it in 
the lab, but getting rid of it seems 
completely overdramatic.
A “let’s-be-a-little-more-
original” dart to all the Jersey 
Shore parties these last few weeks. 
From Snookie.
A “shame-on-you” dart to 
everyone I see throwing  e Breeze
in the trash after they read it. 
Newspaper is recyclable. Seriously 
people...
From a recycling freak who just 
wants to save the world.
An “I’m-trying-to-work-
out,-not-pass-out” dart to the 
 atulent girl next to me on the 
ellipticals. 
From your friend, Beano!!!
A “step-it-up” dart to JMU for 
being so cheap and misleading 
us to think our concert votes 
actually matters. Corey Smith? 
Really? 
From a music lover who has 
to travel to other colleges to see 
worthwhile shows.
An “in-this-case,-two-is-NOT-
better-than-one” dart to the 
driver of the white Altima who 
decided to take up two parking 
spaces in the Warsaw parking 
garage by parking right over the 
line on  ursday. 
From a fellow student who 
managed to  nd a space but 
thinks you’re a jerk, nevertheless.
A “love-knows-no-gender”
dart to all the people staring and 
gawking at the two girls holding 
hands in ISAT  ursday morning.
From a disappointed 
sophomore who thought that 
Virginia was for lovers.
An “I’m-sorry-that-in-this-
epic-battle-of-man-vs.-food, 
food won” pat to the guy who ate 
nine of his  pancakes at IHOP. 
From the girl sitting across from 
you who thinks that nine is still 
an amazing number.
Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily refl ect the truth.
Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org
In January , Google launched 
Google.cn in China, reluctantly agree-
ing to censor some of its content within 
the People’s Republic. Said Google: 
“While removing search results is 
inconsistent with Google’s mission, 
providing no information... is more 
inconsistent with our mission.” As a 
result, googling Tiananmen Square in 
China would produce nothing about 
the famous  protest or massacre. 
Other topics such as Tibetan indepen-
dence and the Falun Gong movement 
would only portray these groups the 
way the Chinese Communist Party 
wanted them to be. Even searches for 
Chinese leaders as recent and promi-
nent as Zhao Ziyang were subject to 
heavy censorship.
Four years later, after a series of 
cyber attacks against google.cn, spe-
ci cally targeting the e-mail accounts 
of Chinese human rights advocates, 
Google announced it will no longer 
censor search items in China. This 
bold decision was announced earlier 
this month, in a statement saying, “We 
have decided we are no longer willing 
to continue censoring our results on 
Google.cn… We recognize that this 
may well mean having to shut down 
Google.cn, and potentially our o  ces 
in China.” It is likely China will force 
Google out of the country altogether, 
but this should be treated as a vic-
tory for free speech and freedom of 
information.
The U.S. government is limited in 
what it can do to promote these ideals 
of liberty outside its borders, having 
no authority to dictate to China how 
it can or cannot govern itself.  e eco-
nomic ties between the two countries 
further diminish the ability for Amer-
ica to force China’s hand.
This is why it is especially impor-
tant that American corporations like 
Google promote American ideals 
abroad in their business dealings.  e 
success of Google was and is made 
possible by the economic freedom of 
private ownership and the civil lib-
erties of free speech and the right to 
information. A corporation such as 
Google could not exist, let alone thrive, 
if originated in a country with harsh 
restrictions on information availability 
and private ownership.  e economic 
incentive to innovate and improve in 
a relatively free market society is why 
Google’s enterprise is so far reaching, 
diversi ed and successful. Yes, China 
can and does have search engines of 
its own that are censored.  e fact that 
it allowed Google into its borders at all 
is proof that even though China can 
produce some adequate technologies 
for consumer use, it cannot beat the 
United States in terms of innovation.
China profits enormously from 
its trade relationship with the Unit-
ed States, and its emergence as an 
economic world leader is one of the 
de ning stories of the past  years. 
Despite mastering production effi-
ciency, China cannot compete in 
innovation without either allowing 
free enterprise, free speech and free 
information, or adopting pre-existing 
technologies like Google from other 
countries that have those liberties. 
This gives American corporations, 
and therefore American values, a 
stronger position to make humanitar-
ian demands of China. If corporations 
in information industries are willing 
to take a moral stand and refuse to 
accommodate censorship, the Peo-
ple’s Republic of China’s ability to limit 
the influx of information, stifle free 
speech and prevent privatization of 
industry may be seriously impaired.
Lucas Wachob is a freshman public 
policy and administration major.
CAMERON CLARKE |  contributing writer
Cuchi Guidos: A Blind Review
After reading Nick Sloane’s article 
“Flavors of the North” in the Jan.  
issue, about Cuchi Guidos, my room-
mate and I excitedly went there for 
dinner. We arrived and were told to 
wait - minutes for a table, but  
minutes later we were still standing 
in the door way. In those  minutes 
we experienced confusion among the 
employees and the manager yelling, 
“Get your food, and get out.” We were 
so hungry we decided takeout would 
be faster.  While waiting for our food 
we witnessed groups leave due to 
poor service, meals taken to tables 
without full orders and more yelling 
from the manager.
An hour later we were told five 
more minutes and we’d have our food. 
After another  I received mine, but 
my roommate still hadn’t. Orders 
behind us were called, so we pointed 
out to the manager we had been there 
almost two hours and she still didn’t 
have hers. It took another  before 
my roommate’s was ready, and when 
we talked with the manager about 
our disappointment in the service he 
replied, “Do you want your sandwich 
or not? Take it and leave.”
After a two-hour wait we discov-
ered both orders were wrong. We 
ordered the Caesare Cheesesteak 
with green peppers and no mayo. 
 ere were no green peppers and my 
roommate’s had mayo.  e food was 
OK, but wasn’t worth the $. for a 
-inch sub and the poor service with 
it. Cuchi Guidos lacked the southern 
hospitality Harrisonburg is used to, 
and needs to remember where they 
set up shop.
Jessica Prior









Google’s Refusal to Censor 
Isn’t Just Good Business, 
It’s a Step Forward
Can it be that the Proper Candidate 
Just Doesn’t Exist? 
NBA Setting Example  We’ve already said that President Barack Obama’s State of the Union address didn’t convince us that he 
had a real plan to improve the tone of 
politics in Washington. But on energy, 
Obama did reach out to Republicans 
— not just rhetorically, but with sub-
stantive concessions meant to revitalize 
a foundering legislative e ort.
The president spoke of “building a 
new generation of safe, clean nucle-
ar power plants” and “opening new 
offshore areas for oil and gas devel-
opment.” Obama made Virginia Gov. 
Robert McDonnell’s response — that 
“this administration’s policies are 
delaying offshore production” and 
“hindering nuclear energy expansion” 
— look a little stale. Anti-nuclear envi-
ronmentalists, meanwhile, quickly 
pronounced Obama’s speech to be “a 
kick in the gut.”
The president was right to reach 
out.
 e debate on comprehensive energy 
legislation has hit a wall in the Senate. 
 e monstrous House-passed Waxman-
Markey bill won’t attract GOP support 
or that of moderate Senate Democrats. 
Sens. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C., John 
Kerry, D-Mass., and Joe Lieberman, 
I-Conn., are working on a grand com-
promise bill, the prospects of which are 
murky at best. A serious nuclear provi-
sion in whatever energy bill the Senate 
does take up could attract some GOP 
interest, particularly now that Obama 
has supported it publicly.
If the policy were bad, of course, 
this would be hard to justify. But Gra-
ham and others are persuasive that 
nuclear power, while hardly perfect, 
should be considered fairly along with 
other emissions-free energy sources 
in legislation, and that the process of 
permitting and financing new plants 
should be streamlined.
Obama was right about something 
else on Wednesday: Beyond such  xes, 
the best way to promote emissions-free 
energy is for Congress to put a price on 
carbon, giving private actors incentives 
to devise the most e  cient ways to curb 
U.S. emissions.  e best way to do that is 
through a carbon tax or a well-designed 
cap-and-trade scheme. Neither need 
be the giveaway that Waxman-Mar-
key turned into. In fact, there are more 
appealing proposals in the Senate. One 
is from Sens. Maria Cantwell, D-Wash. 
and Susan Collins, R-Maine; it would 
cap emissions and rebate most of the 
proceeds directly to taxpayers.
With the president willing to deal 
and reasonable ideas on the table, the 
Senate should be willing to take a fresh 
look at the issue.
The Washington Post Editorial Board
Obama Right on Energy
The Senate should be 
willing to take a fresh 
look at the issue.
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n hofstra @ JmU
Wednesday, 7 p.m.
Junior forward Denzel Bowles 
leads the CAA with eight 
double-doubles this season.
swim & divE
n marshall @ JmU
Saturday, 1 p.m.
In its last meeting with Marshall, 
JMU won 14 of 17 events, with 




Looking to defend their first ever 
Colonial Athletic Association title, the 
Dukes were picked to finish third over-
all in the preseason vote. 
JMU is coming off its first ever NCAA 
tournament appearance after finishing 
35-16 last season.
With six starters returning, JMU will 
be led by first-team All-CAA outfield-
er Courtney Simons and second-team 
All-CAA first baseman Shannon Moxey, 
both seniors.
Moxey finished last season with a 
team-high .325 batting average, along 
with 21 runs scored, a team-high 53 
hits and 16 RBI, while Simons finished 
with a .322 average, 20 runs, 49 hits and 
16 RBI.
JMU sits behind second place Hofstra 
and first overall selection Towson. Tow-
son will return with senior All-CAA 
pitcher Shannon Johnston. Towson 
received four first-place votes, while 
Hofstra and JMU both received two.
The Dukes open their 2010 campaign 
at the College of Charleston Cougar 
Classic in Charleston, S.C., from Feb. 
19 to 21.
— staff reports
JMU Takes Down Tigers
nicole novelli / the Breeze
Junior center Lauren Jimenez has started six of her 11 games played since she’s been back from her ACL 
tear in February of last year. Prior to her injury, she was the second-leading scorer on the team (8.8).
ProJEctions
RIE’s Battle of the Burg II: Fight 
Night Coupled With Confusion
david caSterline / the Breeze
Undefeated Jessie Riggleman (top) said Bryan Goldsby was his most difficult fight ever. “It was a tough fight all the way,” 
Goldsby said. “I know Jessie, he’s a game opponent. [He] came at me nonstop, and we was goin’ back and forth with it.”
by EmmiE clEvEland
The Breeze
Spotswood High School’s gym was 
transformed Saturday night for Bat-
tle of the Burg II. A circular cage was 
set up at half court, two big screens 
decorated the sidewalls, disco lights 
illuminated the pulled-out wood-
en bleachers and rock music blared 
through the speakers.
The event put on by promotion 
company Respect Is Earned lacked an 
intangible aspect which held it from 
living up to the intense environment 
it strived for — until Jessie Riggleman 
was announced. The atmosphere 
changed drastically with the crowd’s 
explosion.
Harrisonburg’s own entered his 
mixed martial arts fight with an 8-0 
professional record and was up against 
Bryan Goldsby (12-6) of Macon, Ga. 
The first round began with immedi-
ate action. The two exchanged shots 
on their feet for the majority of the 
5-minute round. Then in a change of 
pace, Riggleman grabbed Goldsby’s 
leg, sending him completely airborne. 
Riggleman was on top of Goldbsy as 
soon as he hit the floor, delivering 
continuous blows to the head until 
the round ended.
Shortly into the second round, 
Riggleman again sent Goldsby to the 
floor, this time smashing his elbows 
into his opponent’s torso. As Goldsby 
struggled to break free, he exposed his 
face, allowing open headshots. Golds-
by escaped and managed a quality 
kick before the round was called. 
In the final round, Riggleman once 
again moved the fight to the floor, but 
this time Goldsby took control with 
forceful blows from behind. When 
Riggleman regained his stance, he 
appeared disoriented and backed 
away. Goldsby took full advantage of 
the situation, brutally coming at him. 
Riggleman’s energy came in fierce 
bursts, but he looked exhausted before 
the fight drew its end. 
Riggleman, who stands 5 feet 5 inch-
es tall, had a clear disadvantage on his 
feet against his taller opponents. 
“They got that reach, especially on 
their feet,” Riggleman said. “They got 
that four or five more inches that you 
don’t have, and they can land those 
punches that you can’t.”
However, Riggleman said he did well 
with his take downs, and thought he 
captured the judges’ decision easily. 
To his surprise, the referee announced 
Goldsby as a split-decision winner. 
see mma, page 8
Harrisonburg Fighters
Name OppONeNt OutcOme
Kyle Baker Gideon Ray No fight: Ray didn’t show
Beau Baker Ran Weathers Judges’ decision: unanimous win 
Jessie Riggleman Bryan Goldsby Judges’ decision: split win
chris conner Brad Wright Opponent tapped out: win
Brad Wright chris conner tapped out: loss
Lack of Depth Hurts Dukes
mma analysis
roBert Boag / the Breeze
Sophomore guard Julius Wells had a game-high 21 points in JMU’s first meeting with 




While the JMU women’s basketball team par-
ticipated in shooting drills during practice Friday 
afternoon, coach Kenny Brooks used the time 
to send his team a message: Forget about what 
happened the night before, and concentrate on 
Sunday’s game. With help from his iHome and 
Jay-Z’s “On to the Next One” blasting through its 
speakers, the Dukes’ apparently heard Brooks’ 
message loud and clear.
JMU bounced back from an overtime loss to 
Hofstra on Thursday, which gave the Dukes’ a 
two-game home losing streak for the first time 
in almost seven years and beat up on Towson 
67-35 Sunday at the Convocation Center. 
“We just decided that tonight was the night we 
needed to go back to playing how we were ear-
lier this season,” junior guard Dawn Evans said. 
“The Hofstra game had a lot to do with that.”
Since Brooks took over as JMU’s head coach 
in 2002, his team has dominated. Before los-
ing to visiting Old Dominion just more than 
two weeks ago, Madison was 90-15 at home in 
Brooks’ tenure, winning 68 of its previous 74. 
JMU was pleased to be able to again show what 
has made it such a dangerous team.
“We usually find all our momentum at home,” 
Evans said. “To have those two losses at home 
was hard on us, and this win was extremely 
important going into the games we have com-
ing up.”
JMU picked an opportune time to put togeth-
er arguably its best overall performance of the 
year, with two of the Colonial Athletic Associ-
ation’s top three teams on its schedule in the 
coming week. The Dukes will travel to VCU on 
Thursday night before hosting defending CAA 
champion Drexel on Sunday.
“I don’t know if this was a statement game,” 
Brooks said. “But people will look at it and say, 
‘Okay, they’re playing better at home.’ ”
 JMU improved to 16-4 overall and 6-3 in 
the CAA with the win, regaining sole pos-
session of fourth in the conference thanks 
to Delaware’s loss to Drexel. Towson, which 
has lost three straight and six of its last 
seven, fell to 9-11 and 3-6 in conference.
see womEn’s, page 8
by mikE kaPlan
The Breeze
The Dukes have had their fair share of 
adversity this season.
Starting sophomore guard Devon 
Moore was lost for the year when he 
injured his knee in a preseason scrim-
mage against Hampton. Breakout star 
Denzel Bowles was forced to sitout the 
first seven games of the year due to 
NCAA transfer rules. Key role players 
Dazzmond Thorton and Andrey Semen-
ov were both lost for the season. Then, 
of course, there was the flying hot dog 
that halted the Dukes rally and allowed 
visiting George Mason to prevail. 
It hasn’t been smooth sailing for JMU 
coach Matt Brady. In his second season 
at Madison, Brady has led his depleted 
squad to a disappointing 10-12 overall 
(3-8 in Colonial Athletic Association) 
record. 
But Brady, who quipped that “luck 
and fortune have not been in my back 
pocket,” has indeed struck it rich with 
two of the best players in the CAA. 
Bowles, a junior forward, has been 
dominant around the basket, leading 
the CAA in double-doubles (8) despite 
missing one third of the season. The 
6-foot-10-inch, 255-pound Virginia 
Beach native is pacing the Dukes with 
21 points and 10 rebounds per game. 
While Bowles’ place of work is the 
paint, sophomore guard Julius Wells 
is making a statement working on the 
perimeter. The reigning CAA Rookie 
of the Year is leading the conference 
in 3-point field goals made (65) while 
averaging just less than 17 points-per-
game.
Bowles (20 points-per-game) and 
Wells (18.5 points-per-game) are the 
top two scorers in league play. 
After Saturday’s 70-68 victory over 
JMU, George Mason coach Jim Larrana-
ga had high praise for the Dukes’ duo. 
“The James Madison team has two 
really unstoppable forces,” he said.
see mEn’s, page 8
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RobeRt boag / the bReeze
Senior combine selection Arthur Moats takes a knee at William & Mary. 
Moats will play at the Texas vs. The Nation All-Star Game Saturday. 
Lacrosse Picked Fifth
Three Dukes received the 
honor of being named to the 
2010 Colonial Athletic Associa-
tion preseason women’s lacrosse 
team.
Sophomore defender Cally 
Chakrian, junior attacker Mary 
Kate Lomady and senior mid-
fielder Kim Griffin were selected, 
tying William & Mary and Tow-
son as CAA schools with the 
most representatives.
Preseason Player of the Year 
honors went to Towson senior 
midfielder Hillary Fratzke, who 
also held the title in 2008, but 
missed most of last season due 
to a knee injury.
JMU has been picked to fin-
ish fifth in the conference, while 
3-time champions Towson are 




“When the fight was over 
with, I thought I won unanimous 
decision,” Riggleman said. “… 
And they said he won… I can’t 
believe that.”
The fans booed furiously. 
Next was the main event, anoth-
er Harrisonburg fighter, Beau 
Baker, but the surprising deci-
sion left a disappointed feeling in 
the crowd, and cheers for Baker 
seemed light and distracted. 
The co-main event was Beau’s 
brother Kyle, but his oppo-
nent never showed. Beau and 
Ran Weathers took the cage, 
but before they fought, the ring 
announcer attempted to tell the 
crowd there had been a decision 
change in Riggleman’s fight, but 
with boos from the stands and 
possible order from higher-ups, 
the announcer left the cage. 
When the fight began, Baker 
took control immediately. 
He picked Weathers up and 
threw him on the floor. Pinning 
Weathers against the cage, Baker 
delivered consistent blows with 
his fists and elbows. The second 
and third rounds looked simi-
lar, Weathers getting only a few 
good shots in. 
“I have a real good hip pres-
sure, and it’s hard for guys to 
deal with when they’re used 
to being able to move out from 
under guys and sweep them,” 
Baker said. “…I like to put weight 
on guys, and they think they can 
sweep me or think they can 
move, and I’ll shift my weight 
and take that away from them.” 
Baker and Weathers’ fight 
was left to the judges’ decision 
as well, who unanimously ruled 
Baker the victor. 
The ring announcer then 
retook the cage announcing 
that the Riggleman and Golds-
by’s match was a draw.
Then, RIE’s CEO Jona-
than Price took the mic and 
announced that the scorecards 
had been recalculated once 
again, and Riggleman was the 
winner. The crowd was mixed — 
generally happy with the switch, 
but confused. 
“I think that was very unpro-
fessional,” Goldsby said. “’Cause 
I’ve been in a situation like this 
before, where I had a tough fight, 
and it didn’t go my way, and they 
said I had to file a claim, and it’s 
a whole process. 
“You can’t reverse a situation, 
especially twice in the same 
night. If it’s on paper, that’s it.”
Both participants agreed the 
fight was their most difficult and 
welcomed the offer of an even-
tual rematch. But the situation 
left the event with a stigma for 
both fighters and viewers.
“That happens a lot, but I 
don’t think it was explained or 
handled right tonight,” Baker 
said. “… ’Cause you know it goes 
through a bunch of hands to 
get there. And somebody can 
write something wrong, and it 
happens a lot, but it kind of just 
— along with a lot of other stuff 
tonight — made it very confus-
ing for the fans.” 
MMA |  Decision Change Keeps Undefeated Record
from front
native is willing to do whatever it 
takes to make an NFL roster.
“I’ve been working a few snaps 
at center, but I’ve never actually 
played a game at center in my 
time here at JMU,” Brooks said. 
“My thing is, if they want me to 
line up at wide receiver, I’ll train 
at wide receiver.”
The focus has primarily been 
on Moats. This past season, the 
6-foot-2-inch, 250-pounder led 
the nation in tackles for loss 
(23.5) and tackles by a defensive 
lineman (90) en route to win-
ning the Buck Buchanan Award 
for the top defender in the FCS. 
Moats, who has also been named 
to four All-America teams, was 
recently chosen to represent 
the “Nation” in the Texas vs. The 
Nation Collegiate Senior All-Star 
Bowl on Feb. 6 in El Paso, Texas. 
The game will give Moats the 
opportunity to compete against 
players from some of the nation’s 
elite programs.
The firm JL Sports is repre-
senting Moats, who is projected 
by most draft boards as a prob-
able late-round pick. Since Dec. 
12, Moats has trained with TEST 
Sports Club in Martinsville, N.J. 
Like Brooks, he is also consid-
ered undersized for an NFL 
defensive end and is working 
on the transition to outside line-
backer. Draftinsider.net ranks 
Moats as the 36th best outside 
linebacker and a projected sixth 
round pick. His rigorous pro-
gram was installed not only to 
work on this shift but bring his 
established strengths to even 
greater light.
“I know my speed is going to 
be a big part of it,” Moats said. 
“They know I’m fast, but I’m 
going show them that I’m a little 
faster than they think.”
Regardless if either player is 
drafted, their careers at JMU will 
be far from forgotten. 
“These two guys have real 
unusual work ethic that has 
enabled them to put themselves 
in this position,” Matthews said. 
“Neither of them have ever had 
a lick of problems off the field. 
They are just both great kids.”
nfl |  Brooks, Moats 
Look at Other Positions
DaviD CasteRline / the bReeze
Harrisonburg-bred Beau Baker won his fight against Ran Weathers in 
Battle of the Burg II with a unanimous decision. 
from page 7
“Bowles inside, and Wells 
outside — really a great one-
two punch.” 
If NCAA basketball was 
styled after the iconic ’90s 
video game NBA Jam, where 
two-player teams were suc-
cessful, the Dukes would be 
in great shape. 
Unfortunately, the rules 
state each team must play five 
at once. For Brady, finding 
that essential supporting cast 
has been a practice in trial and 
error. 
“The fact of the matter is 
four of our nine guys are fresh-
man,” Brady said. “Our bench 
is not made up of battled-test-
ed guys, experienced guys; 
they’re freshman.”
Brady’s freshmen have 
struggled while forced to play 
big minutes. Guard Darren 
White has showed the most 
promise but found himself 
in Brady’s doghouse after 
committing several careless 
mistakes in Saturday’s loss at 
the Patriot Center. 
“Our freshmen are not quite 
ready for the bright lights of 
George Mason on the road 
yet,” Brady said. 
Ready or not, White, along 
with forwards Trevon Flores 
and Alioune Diouf, will be 
called on to produce down 
the stretch. Brady simply has 
nowhere else to go. Against 
GMU, Bowles and Wells spent 
a combined eight minutes on 
the bench all game. 
“We’d like to bring [Bowles’ 
minutes] down,” Brady said. 
“Problem is, other than Den-
zel and Julius, I don’t know 
who’s going to be able to score 
for us right now. I got three 
[injured] guys on the bench 
that can really score, but they 
can’t play anymore so it’s hard 
to take him out.” 
Until a viable third option 
emerges, the Dukes will only 
go as far as their two stars can 
lead them. As to who that via-
ble option might be, Brady 
throws up his hands.
“We only have nine guys, so 
everybody’s going to play,” he 
said. “If you’re asking who’s 
going to be productive, I don’t 
have any idea.”
Men’s |  Freshmen 
‘Not Quite Ready’
WoMen’s |  Shepherd 
Steps Up From Down Low
Men’s Basketball
n Saturday vs. George 
Mason (70-68 loss)
track & field
n Friday and Saturday at the 
Liberty Open (third of five)
Women’s Basketball
n Sunday vs. Towson 
(67-35 win)
Women’s tennis
n Friday vs. Liberty (5-2 win)




Evans was held to just 14 points 
against the Tigers but contrib-
uted in other ways. The Dukes’ 
point guard had nine assists and 
was able to pick apart the Towson 
defense throughout the second 
half.  
Forward Kanita Shepherd 
became the first nonguard to lead 
the Dukes in scoring this season, 
posting a double-double with 15 
points and 10 boards. Brooks saw 
Shepherd give a performance he 
is accustomed to seeing from the 
sophomore in practice but could 
not identify what caused the 
change Sunday.
 “If I knew I would tell her to do 
it all the time,” Brooks said.
Shepherd found it to be mental 
above everything else.
Shepherd identified “settling 
down a lot” as the biggest differ-
ence in her play. “I just need to 
take my time. I was more comfort-
able and more relaxed today.”
Life
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 By Hana Uman
contributing writer
It’s lunchtime. Eating quietly at the 
end of a table, a middle-aged man in 
a white shirt shares his plate of rice 
and beans with a bright green bird. 
Around a handful of tables sit 
people from all walks of life, eat-
ing together, passing down plates 
of cookies and bags of tortilla chips, 
and chatting about a movie playing 
later that night. 
A few people do not eat. They lie 
on couches, curled up in worn cloth-
ing, their faces tired and their teeth 
missing. 
Some stay on the couch all day, 
never speaking to anyone, but they 
are regarded as equal members of 
the community at Our Community 
Place (OCP).
The mural-covered building is 
surrounded by people sitting on its 
steps, a small playground, a garden 
and building repair supplies strewn 
outside the back entrance. 
OCP offers three free meals a day, 
every day, and also provides a variety 
of activities, such as classes on Marx-
ism or knitting. In addition, OCP is 
a safe community space for people 
who are homeless, have been abused 
or are in recovery. 
“Everyone in the world is wel-
come,” said Ron Copeland, founder 
and director of OCP, as he enjoys his 
own plate of rice, beans, salad and 
see oCP, page 10
Pockets Bulge with Musical Talent
Time to Get ‘Lost’
“Lost” is a show about fate versus choice. It is 
about the interconnectedness of everything, and 
the power of seeming coincidence. It is about 
philosophy and literature. It is about time travel. 
It is about polar bears, smoke monsters, and four 
toed statues.
Over the course of more than 100 episodes, 
“Lost” has spun a tangled, interconnected yarn 
of a story that is either 
absolutely brilliant or 
made up on the fly, 
depending on who is 
asked. 
So people left out 
of the loop are faced 
with the quixotic task 
of attempting to catch 
up between now and 
Tuesday’s premiere of 
the show’s final season. 
For those who aren’t, 
allow me to do my best 
job condensing the plot 
into a couple paragraphs, 
composed entirely 
of simply sentences. 
Spoilers ahoy!
the show is 
about time travel 
now (Except for 
When it’s not)
This show used to be 
about people cohabiting 
on a mysterious island. 
Now it is a show about a mysterious island with 
people cohabiting on it. The previous season had 
the narrative split between the present day, and a 
group of castaways jumping through time before 
ending up in 1977. Last year’s season finale saw 
the survivors in 1977 setting off a hydrogen bomb 
in attempt to return them to their regular time. 
Read the first sentence of this paragraph, then the 
last one. Its been a long five year ride.
Everybody Has daddy issues
Without fail, almost every character has had a 
relationship with their father that is strenuous at 
best. Jack’s dad forced him into being a doctor. 
Kate’s stepdad beat her mom. Ben’s dad was a 
drunk. Sawyer’s dad killed his mother and himself 
after being conned. Locke’s dad stole his kidney. 
see WadE, page 10
JEff WadE |  contributing writer
By toriE fostEr
contributing writer
There was something a little dif-
ferent about the duo that stepped 
onto the Taylor Down Under stage. 
After announcing themselves as The 
Pocket Journalists, the two played a 
number of songs exhibiting a mix 
of folk and rock. With the help of 
guitars, a banjo, and soft but edgy 
vocals, their well-blended array 
stood out among the rest of the 
night’s performances. 
Freshmen Becca Zuckerman and 
Austin Scarbel are not individually 
new to the music scene, but their 
band is. Created about four months 
ago, the twosome combines the 
expertise of Zuckerman and Scarbel 
to form an ensemble that mixes tra-
ditional and experimental music. 
“[Music has] been in me for a long 
time,” Zuckerman said, who grew 
up in Winchester with a family that 
strongly advocated the importance 
of music. “Instead of ‘grow up and 
earn a living,’ it was ‘grow up and be 
a musician.’ ” Having had an uncle 
who taught her guitar, siblings who 
play instruments and lots of sup-
port, it is no surprise Zuckerman 
thrives in the music world. 
Zuckerman, 19, has been singing 
since elementary school and playing 
guitar since middle school. She also 
started learning the banjo over the 
summer, though she “just kind of got 
around to feeling it.” Zuckerman also 
plays the harmonica and some piano. 
Her folk and borderline country style 
originates from her inspiration from 
performers like Sufjan Stevens and 
the Counting Crows. 
Zuckerman mostly considers her-
self a singer/songwriter, but she has 
undergone a recent breakthrough 
with guitar and singing. “Improv-
ing my chord progression has really 
opened doors for me,” she said. As 
for singing, “I’m pushing myself to 
my limits, even if it doesn’t sound 
pretty.” 
Scarbel had a slightly different 
experience growing up in Suffolk. 
Scarbel, also 19, has played guitar 
for seven years and also learned 
some harmonica. Being the first in 
his family to really take up a musical 
pastime, Scarbel got into punk as a 
form of self-expression, but eventu-
ally “grew out of the teenage aspect 
of it.” However, his punk roots, com-
bined with his My Heart to Joy and 
Capp’n Jazz influence, can still be 
spotted with his screaming that 
accompanies Zuckerman’s lighter 
vocals. 
Though Zuckerman wanted 
to play music with other people, 
she had always been a solo act. 
Once she and Scarbel met, she 
saw an opportunity to bring more 
of an edge in her musical style. 







on the fly, 
depending 











Professor: Don’t make 
the mistake of thinking you 
know what the standard 
deviation is — you don’t.
Chilly Boy: Colder than a 
witch’s tit out there.
d-Hall friend: Man, I like 
that girl.
Hannibal: I want her liver.
football Guy: OH, JUNK 
IT’S SNOWIN’! 
Embarrassed teammate: 
Yo’ man, shut up. 
Everybody can see it.
desperate Girl: Hey, lets 
donate plasma for money!
ditsy Girl: We can’t do that! 
Then we can’t have babies!
desperate Girl: What are 





Overheard @ JMU is anonymously submitted 
and printed based on quality and space. 
Submissions depict a given situation, person or 
group of people and do not necessarily reflect 
the truth.
Many people believe baseball is America’s past 
time, but I beg to differ.  While professional soccer 
players pretend they severed their leg every five 
seconds and baseball fans act like the sport is 
just as exciting now as it was when Barry Bonds 
and José Canseco were injecting themselves with 
anabolic entertainment enhancers, football has 
remained as compelling as it ever was, despite the 
fact you have to wear protection to even look at the 
quarterback.  Sorry baseball fans, but I was more 
entertained when it looked like Mark McGwire was 
swinging a toothpick at a grain of salt. 
Any true American that truly loves their 
country was rooting for 
Brett Favre in the NFC 
Championship between the 
Minnesota Vikings and the 
New Orleans Saints.  If you 
weren’t, you can just get the 
hell out of here, because 
I don’t want to associate 
myself with terrorists.  
Unfortunately, Adrian 
Peterson and the rest of the Vikings neglected 
to remember that it’s optimal to hold onto the 
ball when you’re on offense.  Then, in an all 
too familiar fashion, Brett Favre momentarily 
went insane, tried to be a hero and threw an 
interception, instantly breaking the hearts of 
every single inhabitant of the United States.  
Every time Brett Favre throws an interception, 
God sets a bald eagle on fire. 
With Brett Favre back in Mississippi sobbing 
into his Wranglers that fit, we all knew that 
the Indianapolis Colts were going to beat the 
New York Jets. So who are you going to root for, 
the Saints or the Colts? Personally, I couldn’t 
care less who wins. For me, it’s more about the 
competition and watching one team succeed 
while the other team has their dreams crushed 
in front of the entire world, with the camera man 
focusing on a player crying and folding under 
the weight of their failure.
Normally, I would have moral reservations 
about drinking on a Sunday, but the game offers 
a much more accessible medium for substance 
abuse than church. As we all know, any sort of 
special event can be made much more fun by 
incorporating a drinking game that causes you to 
not remember it. I would suggest creating one for 
the Super Bowl and adding rules such as drinking 
every time Peyton Manning calls an audible, 
drinking every time the quarterback says “hike!” 
and drinking every time the defense is on the field.
Even if you aren’t a football fan and hate 
your country, you can find entertainment in the 
advertisement aspect of the evening. I’m glad to see 
that companies refuse to give in to our economic 
woes. While I’m buying a pack of gum with some 
change and a Chuck E. Cheese’s token, companies 
are more than willing to drop $3 million for a 
commercial, as if to say “Hey, we may have had 
to layoff 20 percent of our staff, but sometimes 
you have to make sacrifices in order to buy a 
commercial spot for the price of small country.”
Godaddy.com has bought an ad, which will 
most likely feature a surgically-constructed 
woman distracting you from whatever the hell 
see larriCk, page 10
The Super Bowl: It’s 
The American Way
miCHaEl larriCk |  mike check
EvAn McGrEw / ThE BrEEzE
JAKE ThIEwES / ThE BrEEzE
Though Austin Scarbel and Becca Zuckerman have been playing music for 
years alone, they recently joined together to create The Pocket Journalists.
Daniel and Dina have been coming to Our Community Place for almost two years, along with their 
newborn Savannah. OCP is a registered nonprofit organization offering three free meals each day.
Our Community Place 




Though it wasn’t unexpected, not 
even the Romans could have predict-
ed how truly cheesy their beautiful 
city would become with the help of 
Kristen Bell and Josh Duhamel. 
After this summer’s bomb “My Life 
in Ruins” disgraced Greece, “When in 
Rome” decided to take a winter shot 
at Italy’s historic city. 
Beth (Kristen Bell, “Couples 
Retreat”) is a work-obsessed 
woman and has lost all hope in 
love. Though the character type is 
by no means surprising, the casting 
is. Director Mark Steven Johnson 
could have cast Katherine Heigl, 
Malin Akerman, Brittany Snow or 
any of the other actresses who look 
alike and always play the same 
roles, but instead he chose Bell. I 
thought we were supposed to for-
get about her when she was Sarah 
Marshall? 
So this workaholic decides to fly 
to Rome for her younger sister Joan’s 
(Alexis Dziena, “Nick and Nora’s Infi-
nite Playlist”) wedding to an Italian 
man she met two weeks prior. 
At the wedding, she meets Nick 
(Josh Duhamel, “Las Vegas”) who 
relies on his good looks, not his act-




he’s the one 
t o  “ t a k e  a 
chance with.” 
She search-
es for him, 
champagne 
in hand, and 
is torn apart in anguish when she 
sees another woman give him a 
kiss. Illusions of love once more 
shattered, she rushes to la fontana 
de amore (the Fountain of Love), 
jumps in wearing an expensive 
bridesmaid dress and fishes out 
coins with the same glimmer in her 
eyes that is normally reserved for 
mental patients.
Suddenly, all the men whose 
coins she took not only know who 
she is, but where she lives, works 
and eats meals; oh, and they fall in 
love with her too. These men ran-
domly approach her on the streets of 
New York City trying to impress her 
with everything from magic tricks 
to sausage, yes sausage. Will Arnett 
(“Blades of Glory”), Dax Shepa-
rd (“Baby Mama”) and Jon Heder 
(“Napoleon Dynamite”) all played 
men vying for Beth’s affection (com-
plete with a cameo of Efren Ramirez 
who played Pedro in “Napoleon 
Dynamite”). 
Though the trailer for “When in 
Rome” promised many embarrass-
ing and awkward scenes between 
Beth and her followers, the majority 
of the movie was devoted to the love 
story between Beth and Nick. 
The “big” twist in the plot is 
Beth’s discovery that one of the 
coins she picked up in the foun-
tain was a poker chip identical to 
Nick’s poker chips. Convinced she’s 
forced his love, Beth is once again 
distraught. 
Without giving away this com-
pletely unpredictable ending, I’ll 
leave you with some highlights: Josh 
Duhamel frantically running away 
from lightning, tiny clown cars and 
a “Slumdog Millionaire” style dance 
sequence. 
Basically “When in Rome,” rent 
“Roman Holiday.” 
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Looking Through Broken Mirrors
Sponsored by Student Wellness and Outreach, 
UPB and Tri Sigma 
For more information, please contact SWO at 
540-568-2831.
A Powerful New Voice 
in the Fight Against 
Disordered Eating
Stacey Prussman
Stacey is a professional stand-up 
comedian, actress, and motivational 
speaker.  Her presentation tells the 
personal story of her battle with 
eating disorders and how she 
struggled to overcome them.  This 
presentation is brutually honest, 
with a sense of humor and discusses 
the media’s inuence and the 
“smoke of mirrors” of magazines and 
TV.
Date:  Monday, February 1
Place:   Grafton Stovall Theater
Time:     7 p.m.
from page 9
After the two musicians met 
a few months ago, they com-
piled a list of possible band 
names and eventually came 
up with The Pocket Journalists, 
since they both carry around 
little notebooks to write down 
their thoughts throughout the 
day. 
During their first practice 
together, the two played an Iron 
& Wine song and immediately 
felt their performance chem-
istry. Inspired mostly by Bob 
Dylan and Bright Eyes, the duo 
combines older elements with 
the more experimental.
 “We care about the old tradi-
tions,” Zuckerman said, “but the 
point is to say something new.” 
With Zuckerman’s folk and 
country style and Scarbel’s 
punk and rock origins, “it is 
easy to indulge in [our] own 
expertise,” Zuckerman said. 
They aim to have a “folky feel, 
but with an edge,” which is 
mainly done through the con-
trast of their singing styles and 
the switching off of lyric com-
position.  “A lot that Austin 
[Scarbel] writes shows the mix 
of styles,” Zuckerman said. 
However, The Pocket Journal-
ists try to steer clear of labeling 
themselves with any specific 
type of music, as they see this 
as “sticking yourself in a box” – 
which Zuckerman felt she was 
doing with her solo music. 
“Genres are irrelevant at this 
point,” Scarbel said. 
As for continuing music 
as a career path, “if it takes 
off, hell yeah,” said Zucker-
man, but the general aim is to 
at least do something artistic. 
For now she said, “it’s about 
being able to express ourselves 
and to give everything to our 
performance.”
The Pocket Journalists cur-
rently have a demo CD of 
around seven songs (both 
originals and covers); some 
originals are also up on their 
myspace page. They plan to 
perform at the Artful Dodger 
and TDU’s “Tunes at Noon” in 
the near future. 
OCP |  Support From Volunteers Boosts Shelter
Wade |  Smoke 
Monsters, Time Travel 
and Polar Bears, Oh My!
from page 9
Potential ending to the series? 
A montage of these characters 
working it out, set to John 
Mayer’s “Daughters”
all the Cool Characters 
die (or disappear 
for a Season)
If there is one rule of 
Lost-watching it’s this: The 
more likable, interesting and 
enigmatic the character, the 
less screen time they get. And 
the sooner one gets attached 
to them, the more inevitable 
their gruesome and seemingly 
unnecessary death. 
Which is why I’d like to take 
the time to announce that Kate 
is my new favorite character. The 
way she gets more flashbacks 
than the interesting characters is 
awesome. The fact that most of 
her flashbacks are melodrama 
with little-to-no relation to the 
island? The fact that the actress 
who plays her has an open 
contempt for the fantasy/sci-fi 
direction the show has gone? I 
hope that there are even more 
episodes about her in season 
six. We still haven’t gotten the 
full story behind her New Kids 
on the Block lunch box after all.
Now that the new folks are 
caught up, here are a few things 
for the diehards.
Old Cast-Members 
Might Be Coming Back
If early casting rumors are 
to be believed, a good deal of 
former cast members will be 
making a return. Fan favorites 
such as Dominic Monaghan’s 
Charlie Pace and Jeremy Davies’ 
Daniel Faraday are reported to 
be included but it’s unknown 
how. As for fans of monosyllabic 
shouting, Harold Perrineau’s 
Michael is set to make a return. 
My guess for his return is that 
he’ll be looking for his son. His 
son Walt. They took his boy.
Jack’s Tattoos are the 
answer to everything
What is the smoke monster? 
Why are the survivors traveling 
in time? Who are the good guys 
in this whole mess? What’s the 
deal with Locke? The answers 
are in Jack’s tattoos. I mean, 
they wouldn’t just waste a whole 
episode detailing Jack’s oriental 
adventures, featuring the lady 
from “Crank 2: High Voltage” if 
they didn’t have a plan right? 
Right? Ri...sigh.
For all the snark here, one 
could possibly misconstrue the 
quality of “Lost.” I point those 
people to Hulu, which has every 
episode of the show for free. 
For all its meanderings (looking 
at you season three), this is 
some great TV Load up “Pilot”, 
“Walkabout”, “Two for the Road”, 
“The Man from Tallahassee”, or 
“The Constant”. Power through 
all of the awesome fifth season. 
Try not to get hooked.
Then again, nothing matches 
the feeling of a great episode 
flying by, with the glance at the 
clock saying its almost over, yet 
the black title card at the end 
of the episode still manages 
to catch me off guard. So for 
one last season “Lost” will 
keep me glued to the TV on 
Tuesday nights and glued to the 
computer to theorize about the 
next Tuesday.
Jeff Wade is a media arts & 
design major.




The only let down of the 
evening will mostly likely be 
the halftime show. Remember 
when the halftime shows were 
entertaining, and members 
of the Jackson family were 
showing their nipples while 
children were watching? 
Apparently people find nudity 
on national television offensive, 
so we’re left with boring 
halftime shows featuring little-
to-no adult content. Wouldn’t 
if be better if Lady Gaga was 
performing? I’m sure she would 
do something awesome like 
give birth to a football then kick 
a field goal.
If you’re a betting man, I 
would put my money on the 
Colts. Peyton Manning is just 
too good; he’s been there 
before, and I’m confident he has 
highly developed extrasensory 
perception from having a robot 
brain. 
But no matter the outcome, 
Sunday will be a nice excuse to 
sit back, relax and enjoy a bunch 
of athletes risking severe brain 
damage and bodily injury for 
our entertainment.
Michael Larrick is a senior 
media arts & design major 





The ceiling above Cope-
land’s head holds a tree branch 
with origami cranes hanging 
down. A bulletin board with 
announcements and activities 
sits against one wall, a chalk-
board with thoughts of positive 
reinforcement on the other. 
As the lunch rush dies down, 
people disperse throughout the 
center: drinking coffee, using 
the computers or just continu-
ing to sit around the tables 
talking. 
Copeland, a JMU alum, got 
the idea of starting OCP after 
pioneering the Monday soup 
kitchen at the Little Grill, which 
he solely owned from 1992 to 
2003. 
“I started thinking about this 
building, and started talking 
about a community center that 
would be like the soup kitchen, 
but anybody would be wel-
come…it wouldn’t just be for 
poor people.”
Copeland, an ordained Men-
nonite minister, said his mission 
was also fueled by Christian 
values. OCP does not pressure 
members to follow a Mennonite 
lifestyle; however, a Mennonite 
congregation called The Early 
Church meets in the center 
every Sunday. 
In 1999, Copeland found-
ed Our Community Place as a 
501(c)(3), tax-deductible non-
profit organization, and in 2001, 
purchased the empty building 
across from the Little Grill to be 
the community center. 
For the next seven-and-a-
half years, Copeland, along with 
his friends and family, worked 
to renovate the asbestos con-
taminated building, which 
had not been touched in years. 
Volunteers made all of the ren-
ovations, and no loans were 
taken out to fund the estimated 
$250,000 the building needed 
for repairs. 
In August 2008, OCP opened 
its doors. From day one, OCP 
began serving three free meals 
a day, and now serves 2,500 
meals a month. 
“The kitchen is the focal 
point here. I mean, the food is 
the aspect which brings every-
one together,” said John, (who 
preferred not to use his real 
name) a volunteer and recover-
ing alcoholic, who helped build 
the kitchen’s foundation. 
Looking for a Narcotics Anon-
ymous meeting a few months 
ago, Sigi Chabrier came to OCP 
to help him stay sober, find a 
job and stay out of jail. 
“When I came here, the big-
gest thing about here was that 
nobody was worried,” Chabri-
er said. “I was welcomed really 
warmly, and I was just like any-
body else.”
Chabrier, bilingual in Spanish 
and English, now works as the 
Latino Recovery liaison, and also 
leads Friends of Recovery meet-
ings, a 12-step program from a 
Christian perspective, though 
open to any denomination. 
“There [was] a need for a 
Spanish person here, ’cause 
we have people coming in with 
immigration issues, alcohol 
issues, homelessness and stuff, 
and there was no one here from 
the staff that could communi-
cate with them on their level, 
speaking their language.”
For those like Chabrier who 
come to OCP for job help, the 
nonprofit runs a program called 
Our Community Works, which 
provides jobs such as painting 
and landscaping. Participants in 
the program must agree to give 
75 percent of their pay toward 
housing, utilities, child support 
or other necessary costs.
 “OCP is doing things that 
begin to give people back their 
dignity and teach them skills 
and let them experience some 
of the benefits of community,” 
said Ross Erb, associate pastor 
at Park View Mennonite Church 
in Harrisonburg.
Erb, a trained social worker, 
spent three days a week on a 
two-month sabbatical helping 
to rebuild OCP’s structure and 
has now gotten his youth group 
involved.
Katelyn Meserole, 21, a vol-
unteer and senior marketing 
major at JMU, did not realize 
homelessness was an issue of 
in Harrisonburg before volun-
teering at OCP. 
“At first it was awkward…
you’re kind of from a complete-
ly different world.”
Meserole and Katie Jen-
kins, 20, also a volunteer from 
JMU, said the awkward feeling 
left soon after entering OCP’s 
doors. 
Jenkins, a junior English 
major, now volunteers every 
Friday. 
 “I feel like I’ve gained new 
perspective on life in Harrison-
burg, but also I am humbled 
every week.” 
For Rachel Sims, volunteering 
at OCP turned into a full-time 
job. Sims, now the assistant to 
the director, quit her job as a 
teacher to start volunteering 30 
hours a week and became a paid 
staff member in March. 
Sims has offered her house to 
women specifically, providing 
them with a place to shower, do 
laundry or stay for a few nights. 
Sims has even helped one of the 
women deliver a baby. 
“I can get to know people, I 
can smile at them, I can be polite 
and friendly; sometimes some-
thing that no one has ever done 
before,” Sims said.
With all of the praise and suc-
cess stories, Copeland is still 
hesitant to say that OCP’s com-
munity method is effective and 
beneficial. Because OCP offers 
free meals and services, and 
does not force anyone to work 
or participate, Copeland said he 
worries he is an enabler for peo-
ple to continue abusing drugs 
and alcohol.
 “My biggest concern is doing 
more harm than good,” Cope-
land said.
While Copeland has uncer-
tainties about OCP’s overall 
impact, he is optimistic about 
the future of the community, as 
the nonprofit is in the process of 
acquiring two housing spaces 
and 15 acres of farmland. 
“Maybe it’s not about sending 
things back; it’s about continu-
ing to grow.”
Evan McGrEw / ThE BrEEzE
duO | Pair Combines Folk, Punk Elements
Not interested in being confined to a genre, Becca Zuckerman and 
Austin Scarbel, try to bring an edge to their folk sound.
Classifi eds
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COUPLES DANCE 
WORKSHOP Valentines special 
on 11th February 90 minute 
workshop for wedding couples, 
married couples and partners 
to learn social dancing for a 
wedding or dance night out 
environment. Learn such dances 
as Swing, Salsa, Merengue and 
Foxtrot. Cost is $20 per couple 
with a $5 discount each couple 
for registering multiple couples. 
Pre-registration is required at 
register.shergoldstudio.com or 
call 434 1008.
HIP HOP~PUSSY CAT DOLLS/
MTV! Learn to dance like a pro 
to your favourite songs. Hip Hop 
series will teach cool moves 
each week. Join Instructor Reza 
at Shergold Dance Studio every 
Wednesday at 6pm. $10 drop 
in or $80 / ten class card. Pre-
Registration required at register.
shergoldstudio.com or call 434 
1008.
NAGS HEAD 4-Month Student 
Summer Rentals, May-Aug, 
seabreezerealty.com (252) 255-
6328
212 CANTRELL AVENUE 3 
BR, 1 bath duplex $825/mo. Can 
be rented as one 6 BR house 
for $1650 or as 2 separate units. 
Large bedrooms with hardwood 
fl oors. Across from hospital. 
Private parking, Front porch, 
Laundry, DSL, Pets considered. 
cantrellhouses@gmail.com
3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE 
quiet area with character, 2 and 
half baths, basement, bike storage, 
deck, furnished. walk to class. 
August. $325. each. 1103 mt view 
(540) 383-9041
OLD TOWNE 8 BEDROOM 
HOUSE $495/ person. Large 
Victorian, 2 full kitchens, 3 
bathrooms, Washer-dryer, A/C. 
High ceilings, large wraparound 
porch, yard, offstreet parking. Great 
location. Pets permitted. www.
castleproperty.com (540)564-2659
HOUSE FOR RENT 4 bedrooms, 
2 baths, kitchen, living room, 
dining room, storage basement 
w/ washer-dryer, plus back yard. 
2 blocks from campus. 82 West 
Grattan St. (540) 810-8290
3 BEDROOM APT (CAMPUS 
CONDOS) Individual or Group 
Leases available. For More info 
contact Kelly Lawhorn at kelly.
lawhorn@hotmail.com (703) 680-
5986
2 OR 4 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS 4 blocks north 
of Memorial Hall. Large open 
common areas, A/ C, D/ W, W/ D 
$325 - $360/ room 10-11-12 month 
leases available. Pets permitted. 
www.castleproperty.com (540) 
564-2659
ROOMATE needed to share 4/4.5 
at Stone Gate. $479 per month. 
Call 540-442-4496 for details.
6 BEDROOM HOUSE Elizabeth 
Street. Much nicer than average 
rental. 2 kitchens. 2 baths. Pets. 
$320 (540) 810-3632
SURVEY TAKERS NEEDED 
Make $5-$25 per survey. 
GetPaidToThink.com.
BARTENDING $300/ 




SUMMER NANNY-- Need a 
summer job? Enjoy and have 
experience with children? 2 girls 
(12/8), 2 boys (10/8). Call (540) 
820-5730
WEB-DESIGNER NEEDED 
James McHone Jewelry is 
searching for a part-time website 
designer. Applicant must be a 
freshman, sophmore or junior. 
Position is open now. Flexible 
hours. Please send resume to 
hunter@mchonejewelry.com or 
call and ask for Hunter (540) 433-
1833
PREGNANT ? Thinking about 
adoption as an option? I am looking 
to adopt. I am a nurse living in 
Northern Virginia for the last 23 
years. Please take a moment to visit 
my website at www.babyloveva.
com to learn more.  Please contact 
me at 1-571-882-3533 or e-mail at 
babyloveva1@yahoo.com
PIANO LESSONS JMU 
Music Grad, 15+ years piano 
experience. Studies: music theory, 
improvisation, playing by ear, 





Get your vote in for the...
your favorite food, shopping, salons and more...
breezejmu.org
n2 hair






M i n i  8  S e s s i o n  C a r d  ( 2  C l a s s e s / W e e k )
O n l y  $ 4 8 . 0 0
3 0  M i n u t e  C o r e  E x p r e s s  C l a s s e s
T u e s d a y s / T h u r s d a y s  1 2 - 4 : 3 0 P M ,
F r i d a y s  4 : 3 0 P M
- 1 0 %  o f f  a n y  p a c k a g e  f o r  
S t u d e n t s  &  F a c u l t y
- 1    c l a s s  a l w a y s  f r e e !s t
( A c r o s s  t h e  s t r e e t  f r o m  H o n d a  D e a l e r s h i p )
2 8 7 0 - C  S .  M a i n  S t r e e t ,  H a r r i s o n b u r g
w w w . b r e a t h e s t u d i o p i l a t e s . c o m
ARE WE MISSING SOMETHING?
Tell us what YOU would like to see in The Breeze.
E-mail breezepress@gmail.com
Serving James Madison University Since 1922
Comment on any article 
you see in The Breeze at 
breezejmu.org





!completely For 2 days only, you can submit a 
message to your Valentine for free!
Hearts & Pats will appear in the Feb. 11th 
issue of The Breeze.
When & Where: Tue. Feb 2 @ 10a.m.- 1:30p.m.
Festival Upper Level 
Thur. Feb 4 @ 10a.m. - 1:30p.m.
The Commons







DOORS OPEN AT 6:30PM
SHOW STARTS AT 7PM





YOU’RE INVITED TO A FREE PERFORMANCE FROM
